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Details of Visit:

Author: Weewilly Wickedtongue
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 27 Sep 2009 12.30 p.m
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07805778624

The Premises:

Clean, well maintained semi-detached house in pleasant suburb on the edge of Plymouth on the
Cornish side. Easy parking and discreet access to premises. 

The Lady:

Very attractive slim brunette with shoulder length hair and lovely brown smiling eyes. 5' 5", mid
twenties. Gorgeous 32B breasts, sensitive nipples and neatly trimmed pussy.

The Story:

Many of my earlier reviews, which include my all time favourites, have not done them justice,
because they were written following only one or two visits. The ladies in question have
subsequently become all time favourites because on each visit, the sex has just got better and
better. I did not submit reports of Lucy because my early encounters with her were at premises
where the proprietors were coy about Field Reports. Since then I have visited Lucy enough times to
be left in no doubt that I should also include her in my personal list of very special ladies. My own
tastes are relatively straightforward. I enjoy nothing better than a good GFE, and Lucy ticks all the
boxes for me. She was still a student when I first visited her, but since then she has graduated, not
only at her university, but also as one of the best young independent working girls west of Bristol.
Part of her learning curve was during a spell working with the legendary Lisa who remains very
active not many miles away. On this occasion enjoyable conversation with this intelligent, well
spoken young woman progressed naturally
into some gentle foreplay and kissing before she turned up the heat with some delicious o.w.o. I
returned the compliment, and enjoyed her orgasm nearly as much as she did. She was very wet
and all of a quiver at the vital moment. Yum,yum! Predictably, after a brief restoration of composure,
Lucy gave me a brief priming, this time with rubber, before mounting me cowgirl style. Cornwall is
renowned for its wonderful views, but the view I get when Lucy rides me is exquisite. Unlike the rest
of Corwall's stunning vistas, you cannot purchase a postcard of Lucy riding your cock. You have to
experience it for yourself. After a few minutes of visual and sensual delight, we changed to the
missionary position. The less visually attractive sight of a full condom was achieved following what
was for me,
and most men, one of the purest of sensual delights, to ejaculate into the vagina of a willing and
beautiful young woman.

It is worth recommending, because Lucy has a varied portfolio of commitments, that if you wish to
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book an appointment with her, whether it be an incall or an outcall, you give her plenty of warning.
She has her own vehicle and is willing to travel to most locations in West Devon or East Cornwall.
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